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Introduction

Fake news has recently attracted growing attention across 
disciplines (Allcott & Gentzkow, 2017; Arechar et al., 
2023; Batailler et al., 2022; Chiluwa & Samoilenko, 2019; 
Lazer et al., 2018; Lewandowsky & van der Linden, 2021; 
Maertens et al., 2023; Pennycook et al., 2020; Pennycook & 
Rand, 2021; Shu et al., 2017; X. Zhang & Ghorbani, 2020; 
Zhou & Zafarani, 2020). Due to various cognitive, affec-
tive, and motivational factors, as well as to the professional 
appearance of much false information on the internet, many 
people struggle to detect fake news (e.g., Bago et al., 2020; 
Ecker et al., 2022). If fake news is ideologically loaded, 
detection may be even more difficult. The increased diffi-
culty in detecting fake news that aligns with one’s politi-
cal identity may be explained in one of two ways. First, 
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Abstract
False information may be published with the intention of misleading the public, and such fake news is often difficult to 
detect. Ideological fake news may pose a particular challenge, as people may be less able to detect false information that 
supports their prior beliefs. The difficulty of detecting fake news with an ideological slant may be compounded if people 
are motivated to defend their beliefs. Building on the mindset theory of action phases, we investigated motivational states 
as moderators of people’s ability to detect fake news. We tested two competing predictions to study the cognitive and moti-
vational processes implicated in fake news detection. Both predictions concern an ideological belief bias, where people 
tend to accept information that agrees with their partisan identities and to reject information that disagrees with them. 
First, motivated reasoning accounts posit that deliberation should reinforce the ideological belief bias because reasoning 
primarily serves to defend and rationalize one’s own position. An opposing view, based on dual-process theory, assumes 
that deliberation attenuates the ideological belief bias by facilitating an unbiased assessment of new information. An online 
experiment (N = 497) tested these competing accounts. Participants were induced with deliberative/implemental/control 
mindsets prior to rating the veracity of (true/fake) news headlines. Some headlines favored a Republican view; others 
leaned toward a Democrat perspective. Based on self-reported political preference (Democrat vs. Republican), headlines 
were categorized as congruent or incongruent with participants’ political views. Consistent with an ideological belief bias, 
participants accepted more congruent than incongruent news, and they were more likely to fail to detect favorable fake 
news. In the main analysis, mindsets did not moderate the ideological belief bias, but showed interesting relationships with 
cognitive reflection and dishonest behavior. Further exploration using signal-detection theory suggested that the delibera-
tive mindset might be associated with increased skepticism, thereby promoting fake news detection.
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self-serving judgmental biases like the tendency to prefer-
entially accept information that confirms one’s own views 
(Jones & Sugden, 2001; Klayman, 1995; McKenzie, 2004; 
Mercier, 2017) can render it even more difficult to discern 
false from true information. Such biases may be viewed as 
motivational attempts to preserve prior views. Alternatively, 
a preference for confirmatory evidence may be viewed as 
rational, on the assumption that one’s prior beliefs are true 
(Batailler et al., 2022; Klayman & Ha, 1987; see also Muso-
lino et al., 2022, e.g., p. 17). That is, if a belief is true, new 
evidence should be expected to be confirmatory and may 
not warrant any suspicion. Regardless of the underlying 
cause, this ideological belief bias – or the tendency to accept 
information that agrees with one’s partisan identities and to 
reject information that disagrees with them – induces people 
to be less likely to detect fake news when it conforms with 
their political views (e.g., Bago et al., 2020; Greene et al., 
2021; Pennycook & Rand, 2019).

We report an experiment investigating the cognitive and 
motivational processes implicated in judging the verac-
ity of (true and) fake news. Respondents from the United 
States judged a series of true and fake headlines taken from 
recent online news (Pennycook et al., 2021). All headlines 
were political in nature and were perceived as favorable 
toward one of the two major political parties (see the Mate-
rials and procedure section below). Based on participants’ 
self-reported political leaning, we categorized headlines as 
congruent (aligned) or incongruent (conflicting) with their 
political views. To examine the cognitive and motivational 
underpinnings of the ideological belief bias, we built on 
theories in motivation psychology (Gollwitzer, 1990, 2012) 
and political reasoning research (Kahan et al., 2012; Penny-
cook & Rand, 2021). In particular, we examined how being 
in a deliberative vs. implemental state of mind would affect 
the ideological belief bias in fake news detection. In addi-
tion, we assessed participants’ tendency to engage in cogni-
tive reflection (Frederick, 2005) and their susceptibility to 
“pseudo-profound bullshit” (Pennycook et al., 2015).

The study’s design allowed us to study the ideological 
belief bias in a naturalistic setting that closely resembled a 
typical social media news feed. Our study had several aims. 
First, the experiment was designed to test two competing 
accounts of the effects of deliberation in fake news detec-
tion. The next section explains how we used the mindset 
theory of action phases (Gollwitzer, 1990, 2012; Keller et 
al., 2019) to derive predictions about how a deliberative 
state of mind relates to fake news detection from the per-
spectives of motivated reasoning accounts (Kahan, 2013; 
Kunda, 1990) and dual-process theory (Evans & Stanovich, 
2013; Pennycook & Rand, 2021). Second, we aimed to rep-
licate the ideological belief bias effects (e.g., Aspernäs et 
al., 2022; Calvillo et al., 2020) in the context of fake online 

news, contributing to the current debate about partisan bias 
(Gawronski, 2021; Pennycook & Rand, 2021). Finally, our 
rich dataset allowed further exploration of correct responses 
and errors from a signal detection perspective (Batailler et 
al., 2022) and of the relations among mindsets, cognitive 
reflection, and fake news detectability. These analyses sug-
gest promising avenues for future research on motivational 
states and reasoning about political news content.

Background

Recent discussion in research on political reasoning con-
cerns the role of deliberation (Bago et al., 2020; Calvillo 
et al., 2020; Pennycook et al., 2020; Pennycook & Rand, 
2019). Proponents of motivated reasoning accounts (Char-
ness & Dave, 2017; Kahan, 2013; Kahan et al., 2017) posit 
that deliberation may reinforce the ideological belief bias, 
because reasoning serves to defend and rationalize one’s 
position. On this view, people who are more inclined to rea-
son about potential fake news should show a greater ideo-
logical belief bias. An opposing view, based on dual-process 
theory (Evans, 2008; Evans & Stanovich, 2013), assumes 
that deliberation should reduce the ideological belief bias 
because reasoning facilitates an unbiased assessment of 
new information (Bago et al., 2020; Pennycook & Rand, 
2019). Recent research seems to agree that deliberation does 
not trigger politically motivated reasoning (Calvillo et al., 
2020) and improves fake news detection (Bago et al., 2020; 
Pennycook & Rand, 2019).

However, such findings may be a result of participants 
in fake news research having the explicit goal of correctly 
identifying true and false headlines. Research on motivated 
reasoning observes that while motivation may bias reason-
ing toward people’s directional goals, people may also have 
accuracy goals (Kunda, 1990). When someone is motivated 
to get the correct answer, reasoning is expected to serve 
them well. Alternatively, given ideological motives, reason-
ing may exacerbate an ideological belief bias. To account for 
motivational influences on reasoning, we applied research 
on motivational processes to investigate the impact of moti-
vational states of mind on the ability to detect fake news.

The mindset theory of action phases (Gollwitzer, 1990, 
2012; Keller et al., 2019) emphasizes the distinction 
between goal-setting and goal-striving to understand how 
cognitive processes are attuned to different stages of goal 
pursuit. According to this theory, distinct sets of cognitive 
procedures (mindsets) are activated during goal-setting and 
goal-striving to facilitate performance of these fundamen-
tally different tasks.

A deliberative mindset supports goal-setting by activat-
ing procedures that allow for a balanced consideration of the 
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pros and cons of multiple goals (Achtziger & Gollwitzer, 
2018; Gollwitzer & Bayer, 1999). The implemental mindset 
is characterized by a distinct set of cognitive procedures that 
strengthen persistence in goal-striving and shield the goal 
from competing temptations (Gollwitzer & Bayer, 1999; 
Keller et al., 2019). Building on mindset theory, we (a) 
investigate whether deliberative and implemental mindsets 
moderate information processing and political judgments 
in relation to true and fake news headlines on the internet, 
and (b) leverage the unique cognitive characteristics of the 
deliberative and implemental mindsets to test two compet-
ing accounts of deliberation in fake news detection against 
each other. Table 1 summarizes our predictions.

Given their distinct characteristics, deliberative and 
implemental mindsets may differentially affect the percep-
tion and interpretation of political information. The delib-
erative mindset supports more thorough information search, 
favors a balanced consideration of the available evidence, 
and induces a sense of skepticism (Bayer & Gollwitzer, 
2005; Büttner et al., 2014; Ludwig, Jaudas et al., 2020; 
Rasso, 2015). Being in a deliberative mindset is related to 
spending more time and effort on searching for evidence 
before making choices (Büttner et al., 2014; Ludwig, Jau-
das et al., 2020), which can improve decisions. For exam-
ple, a deliberative mindset enabled auditors to identify and 
incorporate (contradictory) information from various parts 
of complex audits, improving their ability to identify unrea-
sonable accounting estimates (Griffith et al., 2015). More 
generally, the deliberative mindset is linked to open-mind-
edness and a broad attentional focus, including increased 
sensitivity to peripheral and incidental information (Fujita 
et al., 2007; Gollwitzer, 1990). In sum, a deliberative state 
of mind activates cognitive procedures that support search-
ing, weighing, and evaluating evidence, thereby facilitating 
analytical thinking and reasoning.

Importantly, the cognitive procedures that characterize 
the deliberative mindset carry over to subsequent tasks. 
That is, the mindsets stay in place for some time even if the 
task that initiated the mindset is completed or on hold (Goll-
witzer, 1990; Gollwitzer & Kinney, 1989). We leverage this 

quality of mindsets to study how their distinct properties 
affect judgments of true and fake news headlines.

Our main question is how being in a deliberative mindset 
relates to the ideological belief bias (relative to a control con-
dition). If reasoning processes instigated by a deliberative 
mindset are primarily used for rationalizing one’s political 
views (e.g., Kahan, 2013), we expect the deliberative mind-
set to amplify the ideological belief bias, thereby reducing 
fake news detection for headlines aligned with one’s politi-
cal preferences. If, on the other hand, deliberation facilitates 
unbiased information processing (e.g., Pennycook & Rand, 
2019), we expect the deliberative mindset to reduce ideo-
logical belief bias and support fake news detection.

In contrast, the implemental mindset relies on self-serv-
ing biases to facilitate goal-striving (Armor & Taylor, 2003; 
Bayer & Gollwitzer, 2005; Brandstätter & Frank, 2002). 
Ideological belief bias may shield political attitudes from 
competing views that could require adjustments of one’s 
goals. We therefore expected that participants in an imple-
mental state of mind (compared to a control condition) 
would be less likely to detect fake news if headlines aligned 
with their political preferences.

In addition to these nuanced predictions drawn from 
mindset theory, we sought to replicate patterns of fake news 
detection established by previous research. First, research 
on the ideological belief bias predicts that headlines that 
align with participants’ political views are more likely to 
be accepted as true (Aspernäs et al., 2022; Bago et al., 
2020; Calvillo et al., 2020; Gampa et al., 2019). Accord-
ingly, Democrat-leaning participants should be less likely to 
detect fake news favoring Democrat over Republican views 
and Republican-leaning participants should be less likely to 
detect fake news that favors Republicans.

Prior research has also found that performance on the 
cognitive reflection test (CRT; Frederick, 2005; Toplak 
et al., 2014) and the pseudo-profound bullshit receptivity 
scale (BSR; Pennycook et al., 2015) are associated with 
people’s detection of fake news (Pennycook & Rand, 2020, 
2021; Sindermann et al., 2020). We expected to replicate 
these relationships. Performance on the CRT should predict 
more news correctly identified as true/fake, while high BSR 
scores should predict fewer correct classifications.

Additionally, there is evidence to suggest that mindset 
effects on cognition, judgment, and decision making may, to 
some extent, depend on gender (Hügelschäfer & Achtziger, 
2014). Further analyses add gender as a predictor and 
explore its main effects and interactions with the experimen-
tal factors. Moreover, the nature of the ideological belief 
bias may vary across news type (true/fake). For instance, 
the effect could be more pronounced for fake than for true 
news. Finally, we performed exploratory analyses based on 
a recent proposal to view fake news from a signal detection 

Table 1 Overview of predictions for deliberative and implemental 
mindsets (relative to a control condition) based on the mindset theory 
of action phases

Reasoning = Reflection
(Dual-process account)

Reasoning = Rationalization
(Motivated reasoning 
account)

Deliberative 
Mindset

Less Belief Bias (via 
additional reflective 
reasoning)

Greater Belief Bias (via 
additional motivated 
reasoning)

Implemental 
Mindset

Greater Belief Bias (via 
additional self-serving 
bias)

Greater Belief Bias (via 
additional self-serving 
bias)
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Materials and procedure

Participants first provided informed consent, then pro-
ceeded to the mindset task, and rated the veracity of 18 news 
headlines. Lastly, they completed a small battery of further 
measures before debriefing, which contained feedback on 
whether each headline was true or fake.

Mindset induction

We induced deliberative and implemental mindsets fol-
lowing the procedures introduced by Gollwitzer and Kin-
ney (1989; see also Ludwig, Jaudas et al., 2020; Rahn et 
al., 2016). To induce a deliberative mindset, participants 
considered the pros and cons of taking action on a current 
personal concern. We asked participants to select a concern 
that they had not yet decided how to resolve. They listed 
relevant pro/con arguments and rated them for valence and 
likelihood of occurrence. Participants in the implemental 
mindset condition selected a personal goal that they already 
had decided to pursue, but which they had not yet begun to 
achieve. They generated information about how, when, and 
where to act on several steps required to bring them closer 
to their goal. These procedures have been reliably found to 
activate deliberative and implemental mindsets (Achtziger 
& Gollwitzer, 2018; Gollwitzer & Bayer, 1999; Keller et al., 
2019). Participants in the control group proceeded directly 
to the measurement of the dependent variables.

To check whether the mindset induction was successful, 
we included three measures at the end of the study: A two-
item measure of determination to act according to their self-
reported personal concern (rated on a 9-point scale from 0 
to 8), a five-item goal commitment scale (Klein et al., 2001), 
and a single item of decidedness (“Where do you stand on 
the timeline regarding your personal concern or project?”) 
on a timeline from pre-decisional (coded 0) to post-deci-
sional (100). The midpoint of the scale (50) was labeled as 
the moment of deciding. Implemental mindset participants 
should score higher on all three measures than deliberative 
participants (note that these items were omitted in the con-
trol condition). Mean comparisons (see the online supple-
ment) suggested that the procedures successfully induced 
the intended mindsets.

News headlines

We selected headlines from a larger set of recent political 
news (Pennycook et al., 2021). Following these authors’ 
recommendation, we ran a pilot (N = 81) on a pre-selection 
of 26 headlines to assess familiarity with the news, accu-
racy ratings, and (assuming the headline was accurate) how 
favorable it would be to Democrats vs. Republicans. We 

theory perspective (Batailler et al., 2022), facilitating a 
more nuanced view of correct responses (hits, correct rejec-
tions) and errors (misses, false alarms) in judging politi-
cally loaded news. Signal detection theory also permits a 
decomposition of responses into measures of discrimination 
sensitivity and response bias (see Results section), yielding 
deeper insights into the cognitive and behavioral mechanics 
of fake news judgments.

Method

The hypotheses, design, materials and procedures, and 
analysis plan were peer-reviewed and then preregistered 
at PsychArchives (see https://doi.org/10.23668/psychar-
chives.5390). Ethical approval was given by the local ethics 
committee. We first report how we determined our sample 
size, all data exclusions, manipulations, and measures in the 
study.

Participants and design

Six hundred and one participants took part in a 15-minute 
online experiment hosted at www.soscisurvey.de. Partici-
pants were recruited via www.bilendi.us and were randomly 
assigned to one of the three between-subjects mindset condi-
tions (control, deliberative mindset, implemental mindset). 
Compensation in the form of coupon-redeemable points 
was set by the provider based on the duration of participa-
tion in the study.

The target sample size of 600 was based on an a priori sen-
sitivity analysis, which indicated that this sample would be 
appropriate to detect small effects (d = 0.121, η2 = 0.004) in 
a 3 (mindset) × 2 (news type: true vs. fake) × 2 (congruence: 
yes vs. no) mixed ANOVA (given α = 0.05, 1 – β = 0.90, and 
a moderate correlation of r = .50 between the repeated mea-
sures), the linear model most closely corresponding to the 
planned mixed-effect model analysis (see below).

Several exclusion criteria were put in place to ensure 
data quality. As preregistered, a total of one hundred and 
four participants were excluded for the following reasons: 
participants were younger than 18 (n = 5), had their current 
residence outside the US (1), rated all 18 headlines as true 
(7) or fake (32), or failed the basic plausibility check (59) of 
their responses in the mindset task (see below). After exclu-
sion, the final sample size was N = 497. Given the above 
parameters for a sensitivity analysis, this sample is sufficient 
to detect effects of small size (d = 0.133, η2 = 0.004) in the 
simple linear model. To facilitate the calculation of signal 
detection theory parameters, we removed six more partici-
pants for the exploratory analyses.
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relationship between this variable and mindsets and politi-
cal preference (see exploratory analyses).

Analytical approach

The independent variables in our design are mindset 
(between), news type (within) and congruence with politi-
cal preference (within). The main dependent variable is 
the veracity rating for each headline, which we converted 
into a variable reflecting the correct identification of news 
as true/fake (coded 1 for correctly identified as true/fake). 
For hypothesis testing, we implement mixed-effect models 
using the lme4 package for R (Bates et al., 2015; R Core 
Team, 2022). Mixed-effect models have some advantages 
over traditional ANOVA (see e.g., Brown, 2021; Jaeger, 
2008; Judd et al., 2012), for instance, they avoid aggrega-
tion of data. We used a logistic mixed-effect regression to 
analyze headline choices and a linear mixed-effect model to 
analyze response times. We entered random intercepts for 
participants and headlines, and by-subject random slopes 
for news type (true/fake). This resulted in the following base 
model:

DV ~ mindset + news type + congruence + (1 + news type 
| participant) + (1 | headline).

We evaluated the statistical significance of the predictors 
in this model by likelihood ratio tests (LRT; comparison 
against reduced model without the fixed effect in question). 
Moreover, we added interactions between the factors and 
further variables (CRT, BSR, gender) stepwise. On each 
step, a likelihood ratio test compared the extended model to 
the base model, and we retained predictors for the next step 
if they improved model fit, as indicated by ∆AIC ≥ 2 (see 
e.g., Burnham & Anderson, 2002). Regression result tables 
were created with sjPlot (Lüdecke, 2020).

Results

Table 2 (see also Fig. 1) summarizes veracity ratings of true/
fake news headlines across mindset conditions. Veracity rat-
ings in all three mindset conditions were consistent with an 
ideological belief bias for both true and fake news. That 
is, participants more accurately classified true headlines 
as such when the news was congruent with their political 
views. Participants were less able to detect fake headlines 
when the news was congruent.

Hypothesis tests: mindsets and the ideological 
belief bias

The pre-registered stepwise mixed-effect regression is sum-
marized in Table 3. For enhanced readability, the table only 

then eliminated items with outdated political content and 
high familiarity ratings (if more than 10% of participants 
had seen the headline or heard about it). The final set of 
18 headlines contained nine headlines favoring Democrats 
(5 true, 4 fake) and nine headlines favoring Republicans (5 
true, 4 fake). In the pretest, participants rated 56% (Demo-
cratic) and 50% (Republican) of the true headlines as true, 
whereas fake news headlines were rated as true at a rate of 
27% (Democratic) and 31% (Republican). The average dis-
tance to the midpoint (3.5) of the political preference scale 
(1 = Strongly in favor of Democrats, 6 = Strongly in favor of 
Republicans) was approximately symmetric for Democrat- 
and Republican-leaning headlines (-0.66 for the set of nine 
headlines favoring Democrats and 0.71 for the headlines in 
favor of Republicans), see Figure A1 in the online supple-
ment for more details.

In the main study, we presented 18 headlines in random-
ized order (the set of headlines is available at https://osf.
io/r43fm). For each headline, participants responded yes or 
no to the question: “To the best of your knowledge, is the 
claim in the above headline accurate?” We categorized each 
headline as aligned (congruent) with or opposed (incongru-
ent) to participants’ political views based on the above pre-
test ratings of the headlines and participants’ self-reported 
political preference (1 = Strongly Democratic, 6 = Strongly 
Republican).

Further measures

We assessed receptivity to pseudo-profound bullshit (BSR) 
and cognitive reflection (CRT) because these measures have 
been associated with fake news detection in prior research 
(e.g., Pennycook & Rand, 2020). Receptivity to pseudo-
profound bullshit was assessed by the BSR scale (Penny-
cook et al., 2015), the internal consistency of the measure 
was good in this study, Cronbach’s α = 0.92.

Cognitive reflection was assessed with a 4-item version 
of the classic CRT (Frederick, 2005; Toplak et al., 2014). 
This is a small deviation from the pre-registration. We had 
planned to use a modified version of the CRT (Ludwig & 
Achtziger, 2021), which would have had the advantage that 
correct answers could not be found online. Due to a pro-
gramming error, the original CRT (without the bat-and-ball 
item) was displayed in the study instead of the modified 
variant. During the CRT (Cronbach’s α = 0.70), we recorded 
how many times participants left the browser tab running 
the study, which may represent attempts to find the correct 
response through a quick web search. Because participants 
were instructed to work alone and not use any auxiliary 
means of answering questions, the number of clicks served as 
a behavioral indicator for dishonesty (Ludwig & Achtziger, 
2021; see also Ludwig et al., 2023). We investigated the 
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induction of deliberative and implemental mindsets was 
successful (see Table A2 in the online supplement). We 
assessed the three-way interaction of mindsets, news type, 
and congruence to evaluate the hypothesis that the delib-
erative and implemental mindsets moderate the ideological 
belief bias. As indicated by the LRT, adding this interaction 
to the model did not improve the fit, χ2(6) = 5.92, p = .432 
(see online supplement). Hence, the hypothesis of a mod-
erating role of mindsets in fake news detection was not 
supported in the present analysis (however, see the signal-
detection analysis below). Finally, Model 3 suggested that 
higher CRT performance was associated with more head-
lines correctly identified as true or fake, OR = 1.12 [1.07, 
1.17], z = 4.76, p < .001 (LRT χ2(1) = 22.01, p < .001). 
Accordingly, one more CRT item solved correctly increased 
the odds of correctly identifying news headlines by 12%. 
Neither gender nor bullshit receptivity was related to fake 
news detection.

Finally, we examined response times across correct 
responses and errors in the headline task. On average, par-
ticipants took around ten seconds to rate each headline’s 
veracity. For fake news, errors (falsely rating a fake headline 
as true) were slower than correct rejections, which might 
suggest that participants were unsure of the right answer and 
required additional time to deliberate before responding. 
For true headlines, we observed that errors (falsely rating 
a true headline as fake) were faster than correct responses, 
but only when the news was incongruent with participants’ 

presents steps that improved the model fit. As described 
above, we first estimated a baseline Model 1, entering mind-
sets, news type, and congruence as fixed effects, random 
intercepts for participants and headlines, and by-subject 
random slopes for news type. Regression estimates indi-
cated that true headlines were generally less likely to be 
correctly identified as true (relative to fake news correctly 
identified as fake), OR = 0.24 with 95% confidence interval 
[0.14, 0.44], z = -4.65, p < .001. Across news type, partici-
pants were more likely to correctly classify congruent than 
incongruent news, OR = 1.51 [1.37, 1.67], z = 8.34, p < .001.

To test the hypotheses that an ideological belief bias 
attenuated the detection of partisan fake news, we evalu-
ated the news type × congruence interaction in Model 2. 
This interaction was statistically significant, χ2(1) = 157.72, 
p < .001. Accordingly, participants were less likely to cor-
rectly identify fake news as fake if it conformed with their 
political views, OR = 0.67 [0.57, 0.78], z = -5.01, p < .001. 
Additionally, they were substantially more likely to accept 
true news as true when it aligned with their views, OR = 3.72 
[3.03, 4.55], z = 12.66, p < .001. This result was in line with 
the prediction and earlier research on political reasoning 
(Aspernäs et al., 2022; Calvillo et al., 2020; Gampa et al., 
2019), suggesting an ideological belief bias in judging fake 
news (see also Bago et al., 2020).

Next, we turn to our hypothesized motivational and cog-
nitive moderators of ideological belief bias. With regard 
to mindsets, our manipulation check suggested that the 

Table 2 Share of incongruent and congruent true and fake news headlines correctly identified
Mindset
Control Deliberative Implemental
True Fake True Fake True Fake

Incongruent 0.42 0.79 0.40 0.82 0.43 0.79
Congruent 0.62 0.72 0.60 0.77 0.59 0.73

Fig. 1 Share of correctly identified fake and true news across congruent (aligned) and incongruent trials (opposing political views) in the control, 
deliberative, and implemental mindset conditions. *** p < .001
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political views. This might be suggestive of an ideological 
belief bias leading to a swift rejection of incongruent head-
lines, though such conclusions should be tempered in light 
of the different pattern of response times for fake headlines. 
Tables A5 and A6 in the online supplement report descrip-
tive statistics and additional analyses (see also Alós-Ferrer, 
2018; Ludwig, Ahrens et al., 2020).

A signal-detection analysis of fake news headlines

Recently, Batailler et al. (2022) demonstrated a fruitful 
application of signal-detection theory (SDT) to fake news 
detection. Under SDT, rating a headline as true is catego-
rized as a Hit when the headline is accurate, or as a False 
Alarm (FA) when the headline is fake. Responding false to 
a true headline represents a Miss, while responding false to 
a fake headline is a Correct Rejection (CR).

Applying the SDT perspective to our hypotheses, we 
expected the following patterns of Hits/FAs and Misses/
CRs. Given that a deliberative mindset should increase 
reasoning, this should either cause additional open-minded 
evaluation of the headline (under the dual-process account) 
or additional partisan justification of the headline (moti-
vated reasoning account). As such, under a deliberative 
mindset, dual-process theory predicts fewer FAs, while 
motivated reasoning predicts more FAs. Likewise, for Hits 
and Misses, a motivated reasoning account predicts more 
Missed true headlines, while dual-process theory predicts a 
greater tendency to Hit when headlines are true. We tested 
these hypotheses but note that these analyses were not 
preregistered.

We analyzed fake headlines (coded 1 for FA) and true 
headlines (coded 1 for Miss) separately. In so doing, we 
used logistic mixed-effect regressions, following a step-
up procedure as described above. Table 4 summarizes the 
results. For fake headlines, there was a slight decrease in 
FAs in the deliberative mindset condition, OR = 0.75 [0.57, 
0.98], z = -2.11, p = .034. Political preference and recep-
tivity to pseudo-profound bullshit also predicted False 
Alarms. Both Republican political leaning, OR = 1.88 [1.51, 
2.35], z = 5.61, p < .001, and BSR, OR = 1.39 [1.24, 1.55], 
z = 5.60, p < .001, were associated with more FAs (see Table 
A7 in the online supplement). In addition, we observed an 
interaction between political preference and BSR (see also 
Table 4), indicating that the positive relation between BSR 
and FAs was significantly weaker for Republicans than for 
Democrats.

In response to comments from anonymous reviewers, we 
checked the robustness of these findings in four additional 
analyses. The first two analyses address concerns about the 
classification of Democrats/Republicans on a bipolar scale. 
First, to ensure that our findings describe partisans, we reran 
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interaction between political preference and CRT no longer 
reached statistical significance.

Beyond analyzing Hits/FAs and Misses/CRs, SDT 
decomposes responses into two key indices describing 
headline veracity ratings (Batailler et al., 2022). First, dis-
crimination sensitivity (d’) captures how well individuals 
can discriminate between true and fake news. Perfect sensi-
tivity would correspond to a probability of 1 for both label-
ing true headlines as true and for classifying fake headlines 
as false. Second, response bias (c) describes the threshold 
of perceived veracity beyond which a headline will be rated 
as true. A smaller (more liberal) response bias will lead to a 
greater tendency to respond that headlines are true, increas-
ing both Hits (when headlines are true) and FAs (for false 
headlines). On the other hand, a greater (more conservative) 
response bias yields more headlines rated as false and will 
thus lead to more CRs (in the case of fake headlines), but 
also more misses (when headlines are true; see Batailler et 
al., 2022, for more details on these indices).

Batailler et al. (2022) identified three predictions for d’ 
and c in the context of fake news detection, which can be 
tested in our dataset. First, people’s tendency for cognitive 
reflection, as indexed by their CRT score, should promote 
greater discrimination sensitivity (d’). Second, ideologi-
cal belief bias should be evident in response bias (c). The 
threshold for judging news as true should be higher when 
headlines are incongruent as opposed to congruent (i.e., 
it should take more evidence to overcome the tendency 
to reject incongruent news). Third, a motivated reasoning 
account would predict an interaction between cognitive 
reflection and headline congruence on c. If partisans engage 

our analysis excluding participants who self-categorized as 
“Independents” (n = 123). Second, to check if deliberative 
and implemental mindsets might only affect participants 
with weak political attitudes, we created an indicator of 
strength of political preference and examined its interaction 
with mindsets. Strength of political preference was indi-
cated by the distance of participants’ political orientation 
rating to the midpoint of the scale (3.5). Next, we conducted 
two further robustness checks to account for CRT scores 
which may have been inflated by cheating. In the third anal-
ysis, we added the cheating indicator (coded 1 for cheaters) 
to the regression model. Finally, we repeated the analysis 
including only the subsample of honest participants. Results 
did not change substantially across three out of the four 
robustness checks. The exception was the first robustness 
check, which reduced the effect of being in a deliberative 
mindset below statistical significance, although the effect 
size remained similar. This is likely due to the much smaller 
sample size in this analysis.

Parallel analyses for true headlines indicated no effects of 
mindsets. However, we found that Republicans were more 
likely to falsely classify true news as fake, OR = 1.29 [1.08, 
1.54], z = 2.79, p = .005, while both cognitive reflection and 
BSR were negatively related with Misses (see Table A8 
in the supplement). As shown in Table 4, political prefer-
ence interacted with both CRT and BSR, suggesting that 
the overall negative relation between BSR and Misses was 
driven by Republican-leaning participants, while the nega-
tive relation between CRT and Misses was significantly 
stronger for Democrats. Results remained largely robust 
across the four control analyses; with the exception that the 

Table 4 Logistic mixed-effect regression results for errors in classifying fake headlines (FAs; left) and true headlines (Misses, right)
Fake headlines
(FA coded 1)

True headlines
(Miss coded 1)

Predictors OR CI z p OR CI z p
(Intercept) 0.04 0.02–0.08 -10.17 < 0.001 2.04 1.15–3.63 2.42 0.015
Mindset [Deliberative] 0.75 0.57–0.98 -2.11 0.034 1.06 0.86–1.32 0.57 0.572
Mindset [Implemental] 0.97 0.74–1.26 -0.26 0.797 1.01 0.82–1.25 0.08 0.933
Congruence [1] 1.46 1.24–1.71 4.61 < 0.001 0.41 0.36–0.46 -13.85 < 0.001
Political Preference [REP] 4.45 2.35–8.45 4.57 < 0.001 2.18 1.25–3.80 2.76 0.006
BSR 1.62 1.38–1.90 5.98 < 0.001 0.92 0.81–1.04 -1.39 0.164
Political Preference [REP]
× BSR

0.72 0.58–0.91 -2.81 0.005 0.76 0.63–0.92 -2.88 0.004

CRT 0.79 0.72–0.87 -4.97 < 0.001
Political Preference [REP]
× CRT

1.17 1.02–1.34 2.21 0.027

N 495 Participant 495 Participant
8 Headline 10 Headline

Observations 3960 4950
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.064 / 0.269 0.070 / 0.279
AIC 3970.4 6126.6
Note CRT did not significantly predict FAs. Sex was not a significant predictor in both analyses. See Tables A7-8 in the supplement for more 
detail on the step-up procedure
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both Democrats and Republicans had higher sensitivity 
for congruent than for incongruent news, this relationship 
was weaker for Republicans. We checked the robustness of 
these findings, again by running supplementary analyses 
as described above. The results remained robust across all 
additional analyses.

We also replicate Batailler et al.’s finding that response 
bias (c) is lower for congruent, relative to incongruent 
headlines, see Table A10 in the supplement. However, we 
observe that political preference also moderated this rela-
tion (see Table 5). Accordingly, while both Democrats and 
Republicans had a lower (more liberal) response bias for 
congruent headlines, this relationship was much stronger 
for Republicans. This observation suggests the ideologi-
cal belief bias was stronger for Republican-leaning partici-
pants in our sample. Moreover, we find that BSR negatively 
predicts response bias. Hence, participants who were more 
susceptible to pseudo-profound bullshit had a more liberal 
veracity threshold, resulting in more (fake and true) head-
lines classified as true. These results did not change substan-
tially across the four robustness checks.

Finally, with regard to mindsets, there was little evi-
dence of any effects on either d’ or c. However, we point 
out the descriptive finding that participants in a delibera-
tive mindset, relative to controls, had slightly higher (more 
conservative) response bias (but note that this relation did 
not reach conventional levels of statistical significance). 
This observation may suggest that the deliberative mind-
set increased skepticism across the board, raising people’s 
veracity threshold.

in motivated reasoning, increased reflection should lead to 
a lower threshold for judging ideology-congruent news as 
true, relative to incongruent news. This effect should be 
more pronounced in participants who are more reflective.

Batailler et al.’s re-analysis of data from Pennycook and 
Rand (2019) found support for the first two predictions, but 
not for the third. Our dataset allows us to re-examine these 
predictions and to add new insights. Additionally, novel pre-
dictions may be derived from the mindset intervention. If a 
deliberative mindset increases reasoning, we expect results 
consistent with Batailler et al.’s first prediction, with par-
ticipants in the deliberative condition showing greater d’. 
At the same time, an implemental mindset should increase 
response bias for incongruent headlines.

We calculated d’ and c separately for congruent and 
incongruent headlines and analyzed the indices with lin-
ear mixed-effects regression, including random intercepts 
for participants. We added mindset condition and congru-
ence as fixed effects. In a step-up procedure like the one 
described above, we also evaluated CRT, BSR, and interac-
tions between the fixed effects. Results are summarized in 
Table 5.

First, we replicate Batailler et al.’s findings that cognitive 
reflection (CRT score) predicts higher sensitivity (d’), see 
Table A9 in the online supplement. That is, more reflective 
participants showed better discrimination between true and 
fake headlines. However, our analyses indicated that politi-
cal preference moderated the relation between CRT and 
d’. Accordingly, the association between CRT and d’ was 
weaker for Republicans than for Democrats, see Table 5. 
Moreover, we also observed a significant interaction 
between congruence and political preference on d’. While 

Table 5 Linear mixed-effect regression results for the analysis of signal-detection parameters for discrimination sensitivity (d’) and response bias 
(c)

Discrimination sensitivity (d’) Response bias (c)
Predictors b CI t p b CI t p
(Intercept) 0.48 0.35–0.61 7.19 < 0.001 0.73 0.60–0.86 11.04 < 0.001
Condition [Deliberative] 0.07 -0.05–0.20 1.13 0.258 0.08 -0.00–0.17 1.91 0.056
Condition [Implemental] -0.02 -0.14–0.11 -0.25 0.802 0.02 -0.07–0.10 0.44 0.659
Congruence [1] 0.41 0.29–0.53 6.76 < 0.001 -0.22 -0.28 – -0.15 -6.38 < 0.001
Political Preference [REP] -0.13 -0.29–0.03 -1.58 0.113 0.04 -0.05–0.12 0.87 0.386
CRT 0.16 0.11–0.22 5.95 < 0.001 -0.03 -0.06 – -0.00 -2.06 0.040
Congruence [1]
× Political Preference [REP]

-0.20 -0.37 – -0.03 -2.25 0.024 -0.17 -0.26 – -0.07 -3.37 0.001

Political Preference [REP]
× CRT

-0.15 -0.23 – -0.06 -3.52 < 0.001

BSR -0.11 -0.15 – -0.07 -5.80 < 0.001
N 491 Participant 491 Participant
Observations 982 982
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.136 / 0.291 0.137 / 0.442
AIC 2283.1 1343.9
Note See Tables A9-10 in the supplement for more detail on the step-up procedure and to facilitate the interpretation of main effects and interac-
tions with political preference
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fine-grained understanding of these processes to shed light 
on ongoing debates about the function of reasoning.

Results from our online experiment suggest that ideolog-
ical belief bias influences judgments of headline veracity, 
consistent with earlier findings in research on political rea-
soning (Aspernäs et al., 2022; Calvillo et al., 2020; Gampa 
et al., 2019) and fake news detection (Bago et al., 2020; 
Gawronski, 2021). Across mindset conditions, participants 
were more likely to correctly identify fake news as false 
information when it was incongruent with their political 
views (see also Fig. 1). For true headlines, we observed the 
reverse. Headlines that opposed participants’ political ori-
entation were less likely to be correctly identified as true.

These congruence results suggest that people are inclined 
to believe news reports that support their political posi-
tions. As we noted in the introduction, this tendency may 
be viewed as rational or irrational. If people are motivated 
to believe information that confirms their biases and form 
beliefs based solely on this motivation, this would be irra-
tional. Alternatively, people may simply be more inclined to 
trust information sources that agree with them. For exam-
ple, given a strong trust in science, the report of a scientific 
paper may be deemed trustworthy without any motivational 
needs entering the picture. The present study did not attempt 
to disentangle these sources of ideological belief bias. How-
ever, once reasoning is engaged (cf. Sommer et al., 2023), 
a similar question arises regarding the functional role of 
reasoning processes. Motivated reasoning accounts (e.g., 
Kahan, 2013) assume that reasoning functions to bolster the 
ideological belief bias by seeking confirmatory evidence 
and rationalizing counterevidence. In contrast, dual-pro-
cess theories (Evans & Stanovich, 2013; Pennycook & 
Rand, 2021) propose that reasoning is balanced and serves 
to counteract the ideological belief bias. By manipulating 
motivational states and measuring cognitive reflection and 
bullshit receptivity, we aimed to clarify the role of reasoning 
in fake news detection.

CRT performance and cheating

Consistent with previous research (Pennycook & Rand, 
2020; Sindermann et al., 2020), cognitive reflection emerged 
as an important predictor of fake news detection. For further 
exploration, we examined the association of mindsets, gen-
der, BSR, and cheating (as indicated by the number of times 
participants changed browser tabs) to CRT performance. 
Given that classic CRT assessments can be distorted by par-
ticipants looking up answers online (Ludwig & Achtziger, 
2021; Ludwig et al., 2023), it is theoretically and practically 
important to understand exactly how this measure of cogni-
tive reflection relates to, and potentially predicts, improved 
fake news detection.

A proportional odds logistic regression performed 
with the MASS package for R (Venables & Ripley, 2002) 
revealed an interesting pattern of CRT performance depend-
ing on gender and mindsets. Table 6 (see also Figure A2 in 
the online supplement) shows that males generally outper-
formed females on the CRT, a common result that indicates 
a bias in the measure rather than genuine gender differences 
in cognitive reflection (Alós-Ferrer et al., 2016; Ludwig & 
Achtziger, 2021; Ring et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016). Inter-
estingly, females’ performance on the CRT benefitted from 
being in an implemental mindset, OR = 2.01 [0.90, 4.47], 
t = 2.37, p = .018. Females’ odds of scoring higher on the 
CRT were increased by 101% in the implemental mindset 
relative to the control group. This increase was not present 
for males, OR = 0.44 [0.23, 0.87], t = -1.99, p = .047.

Discussion

In this study, we investigated relations among deliberative 
and implemental mindsets, ideologically biased judgment, 
and (motivated) reasoning about fake news. Our primary 
goals were to examine the cognitive and motivational pro-
cesses underlying fake news detection and to use the resultant 

Table 6 Proportional odds logistic regression for CRT performance (score range 0–4)
Model 1 Model 2

Predictors OR CI t p OR CI t p
Cheater [1] 2.88 1.64–5.05 3.77 < 0.001 3.08 1.67–5.67 3.99 < 0.001
Gender [Male] 2.70 1.44–5.08 5.80 < 0.001 3.63 3.04–4.32 4.37 < 0.001
Bullshit receptivity 0.72 0.40–1.28 -3.71 < 0.001 0.72 0.39–1.32 -3.75 < 0.001
Mindset [Deliberative] 1.23 0.88–1.72 0.99 0.323 1.26 0.55–2.88 0.75 0.451
Mindset [Implemental] 1.32 0.75–2.31 1.37 0.171 2.01 0.90–4.47 2.37 0.018
Mindset [Deliberative]
× Gender [Male]

0.99 0.53–1.84 -0.03 0.972

Mindset [Implemental]
× Gender [Male]

0.44 0.23–0.87 -1.99 0.047

Observations 496 496
R2 Nagelkerke 0.139 0.149
AIC 1346.1 1344.9
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That is, while both Democrats and Republicans had higher 
sensitivity for congruent than for incongruent news, this 
relationship was significantly weaker for Republicans. We 
also replicate results showing a lower response bias (c) for 
congruent, relative to incongruent headlines (Batailler et al., 
2022) and identify a novel moderator in the form of political 
preference. Though both Democrats and Republicans dis-
played a more liberal response biases for congruent news, 
Republicans showed a greater tendency in this direction. 
These findings suggest that political preference may be an 
important moderator of the complex relationship between 
reasoning and fake news detection. Additionally, we repli-
cate the absence of an interaction between cognitive reflec-
tion and c (Batailler et al., 2022), suggesting that motivated 
reasoning did not have a large effect in our study.

In addition, applying signal detection theory to fake news 
(Batailler et al., 2022) suggested a potential nuanced role 
of mindset dynamics in fake news detection. For instance, 
if the deliberative mindset increases skepticism, this could 
reduce the presumed truth of headlines, leading to fewer Hits 
but also fewer False Alarms (and thereby more Misses and 
Correct Rejections). In the above main analysis, this would 
not be picked up because overall accuracy might remain 
constant. As a concrete example, suppose a control partici-
pant had 10 correct ratings, comprising 5 Hits and 5 CRs, 
and 8 incorrect ratings, comprising 4 Misses and 4 FAs. The 
same person, if induced to be skeptical, might reduce their 
tendency to say “true,” thereby reducing their Hits by 2 (= 2 
additional Misses) but also increasing their CRs by 2 (= 2 
fewer FAs). This would give them 3 Hits, 7 CRs, 6 Misses, 
and 2 FAs, or 10 correct and 8 incorrect – the same pattern 
as before the mindset induction, despite the changes in their 
responses.

Modeling false alarms, we observed that a deliberative 
state of mind was associated with producing fewer FAs (or 
more correct rejections, respectively). This observation sug-
gests that the deliberative mindset helped to prevent errone-
ously rating fake headlines as true, pointing to the mindset’s 
potential to improve fake news detection. It is also gener-
ally consistent with a dual-process view that predicts fewer 
FAs in the deliberative mindset. Additionally, this delibera-
tive effect may reflect a difference between two types of 
motivated reasoning: accuracy-motivated reasoning and 
directionally-motivated reasoning (Kunda, 1990). While 
motivated reasoning is stereotypically associated with the 
latter, more self-serving, style of reasoning, people may also 
reason with a goal of attaining the correct answer. The delib-
erative mindset may make people more likely to reason with 
open-minded accuracy goals (Hügelschäfer & Achtziger, 
2014; Keller & Gollwitzer, 2017), leading to their improved 
discrimination of fake news headlines. We emphasize that 
this finding is exploratory, the effect is relatively small, and 

Our experiment failed to produce clear evidence regard-
ing the competing predictions derived from motivated 
reasoning accounts and dual-process theory. Mindsets did 
not moderate the ideological belief bias. There are several 
potential reasons why our mindset manipulation did not 
show the expected effects, despite the manipulation check 
indicating the mindset induction was successful. First, mind-
set effects on judgment and decision making are generally 
small in terms of effect size. Although our experiment was 
well-powered, even larger group sizes might be necessary to 
demonstrate rather small mindset effects on fake news detec-
tion. Second, we induced mindsets in an unrelated task prior 
to the headline ratings. It is possible that inducing delib-
erative and implemental mindsets that are directly linked to 
the headline task, i.e., while participants read and judge the 
news, could result in stronger mindset effects. Third, partici-
pants might have had goals other than accuracy in the rating 
task (e.g., being a good party member), which could have 
reduced the strength of mindset influences. Measuring par-
ticipants’ goals, using a mindset induction procedure more 
closely tied to the headline task, or incentivizing accuracy 
could address these concerns. Fourth, it could be argued 
that the deliberative mindset induces both more thorough 
reasoning, including stronger tendencies for rationalization 
as well as more open-minded, unbiased evaluation of evi-
dence. While our above hypotheses rested on the implicit 
assumption that one of these characteristics of reasoning 
might dominate under a deliberative mindset, it is also pos-
sible that they canceled each other out on average, effec-
tively producing a null result. Finally, as we discuss in more 
detail below, female participants induced into implemental 
mindsets showed a marked improvement on the CRT. As 
better CRT scores are associated with improved fake news 
detection, higher cognitive reflection in the implemental 
condition may explain our failure to find support for the 
hypothesis of reduced fake news detection under an imple-
mental mindset.

While we fail to find support for the predicted mindset 
effects on fake news detection, we replicate and extend 
results of cognitive processes that inform debates on the 
role of reasoning. First, we replicate findings that cognitive 
reflection (CRT score) predicts fake news detection (e.g., 
Pennycook & Rand, 2020, 2021; Sindermann et al., 2020), 
supporting the dual-process view that reasoning supports 
a balanced consideration of evidence. We further replicate 
Batailler et al.’s (2022) results indicating that CRT score is 
associated with higher discrimination sensitivity (d’). More-
over, our results extend this finding, indicating that political 
preference moderated the relationship between CRT and d’. 
Only Democrats, but not Republicans, showed an increased 
d’ with higher CRT scores. We also find a significant inter-
action between congruence and political preference on d’. 
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motivated to search for the correct solutions on the web. 
Being categorized as a cheater (if at least one browser tab 
change was recorded) increased the odds of scoring higher 
on the CRT by 208% (cf. Table 5). We investigated a pos-
sible relationship between cheating and mindsets but found 
no statistically significant group differences for the full sam-
ple, see Table A3 in the online supplement for further detail 
and additional analysis. When extreme outliers (with more 
than eight tab changes during the four-page CRT section of 
the questionnaire) were excluded, there was a tendency for 
more cheating in the implemental mindset. However, given 
that performance was not incentivized, future research 
should seek to further explore the impact of mindsets on 
cheating behavior in circumstances where dishonesty pays.

One related limitation of this study is the lack of explicit 
incentives in the headline task. In future studies, it would be 
useful to incentivize veracity ratings because incentives can 
improve measurements by reducing the performance vari-
ability of judgment tasks (Camerer & Hogarth, 1999; Hog-
arth et al., 1991; Smith & Walker, 1993). The headline task 
may have other limitations, namely outdated content and 
participant familiarity with particular news stories included 
in the task. Our pretest sought to mitigate these concerns, 
but we cannot rule out these effects entirely. Finally, we 
acknowledge that our classification of participants as lean-
ing Democrat or Republican has limitations. On an alter-
native question on party affiliation, a sizeable share of 
participants self-identified as Independents, rather than 
leaning toward one of the parties. There are different ways 
to address this issue. Some might suggest dropping the data 
of Independents, because they can obscure the examination 
of partisan bias. We decided to retain their data and relied 
on the bipolar measure to capture political leaning. In addi-
tion, we ran supplemental analyses, excluding Independents 
and adding an index of strength of political preference to 
our regressions, to check the robustness of our findings with 
the full sample. We acknowledge that this approach can be 
improved to more accurately reflect the political landscape 
in the United States.

Finally, we note that our publicly available dataset may 
be a rich source of hypothesis discovery for researchers 
interested in fake news detection. The dataset includes 
numerous variables potentially relevant to fake news (e.g., 
political affiliation, mindsets) and several measurements 
related to cognitive reflection and ideological bias (CRT, 
BSR, headline congruence). This data may permit explor-
atory analyses that may contribute to new experiments in 
this growing field.

In conclusion, our study holds important new insights for 
the discussion of fake news detectability in psychological 
research and beyond. We present initial evidence to suggest 
further consideration of the deliberative mindset as a tool 

was maintained in only three out of four robustness checks. 
Further research should ascertain the robustness of the ben-
eficial impact of being in a deliberative state of mind. If this 
result can be replicated, it may open new avenues for future 
research on motivational states and fake news detection, 
which may produce novel methods of boosting people’s 
resilience to mis- and disinformation (Ecker et al., 2022; 
Lazer et al., 2018; Lewandowsky & van der Linden, 2021).

Exploring the relations among mindsets, cognitive reflec-
tion, and cheating, we observed a notable improvement on 
the cognitive reflection test for females in an implemental 
state of mind (see also Figure A2 in the online supplement). 
This observation is consistent with the idea that mindsets 
produce distinct beneficial effects for females and males in 
cognitive performance tasks (Hügelschäfer & Achtziger, 
2014). Prior research suggested that males tend to be over-
confident in their cognitive task performance, while females 
underestimate their abilities (e.g., Barber & Odean, 2001). 
Mindsets are also related to individuals’ confidence in cog-
nitive tasks (Hügelschäfer & Achtziger, 2014), which may 
allow them to impact participants’ confidence on the CRT. 
By enabling a more balanced view of oneself, the delibera-
tive mindset reduces confidence in one’s own skills. The 
implemental mindset, on the other hand, boosts self-serving 
cognitions and thereby augments self-evaluation and confi-
dence assessments (Bayer & Gollwitzer, 2005; Hügelschäfer 
& Achtziger, 2014). For females, this boost in confidence 
may counteract underconfident self-assessment and its det-
rimental behavioral consequences for performance (see e.g., 
Dahlbom et al., 2011; Jouini et al., 2018).

It is noteworthy that females perform so much better 
when in an implemental mindset because this could relate 
to our failure to detect the predicted response patterns for 
implemental participants. Participants in an implemental 
mindset were expected to show a stronger manifestation of 
the ideological belief bias, which was predicted to reduce 
fake news detection. However, being in an implemental state 
of mind improved (females’) performance on the cognitive 
reflection test, which is associated with better fake news 
detection. This might suggest that the true effect of mindsets 
on fake news detection is complex and was obscured in the 
present dataset. Further research is required to disentangle 
gender-specific mindset effects on cognitive reflection and 
fake news detectability. Future studies in this area would 
benefit from exploring how and why self-confidence and 
cognitive reflection predict fake news detectability.

We observe that the cheating indicator (number of 
browser tab changes; see Ludwig & Achtziger, 2021; Lud-
wig et al., 2023) predicted performance on the cognitive 
reflection test, despite the fact that performance was not 
incentivized. Participants could not earn additional money 
for performing well on the task, but still seemed to be 
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to reduce individuals’ susceptibility to false information in 
the online media. Future research on the topic should focus 
on the signal detection framework to further examine how 
motivational states relate to judgmental errors in the evalu-
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